RENTAL EQUIPMENT

ANY TIME.
ANY PLACE.

REDUCE DOWNTIME
MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY
Weldstar/Depke Rental Service delivers
equipment, gases, and supplies to
businesses and construction sites for
traditional bulk systems.

“We have been using Weldstar for our hard
supplies going on to two years now. For the last
6 months we have been using them for all of our
welding needs including hard supplies and gas.
During this time we have been very pleased with
not only the product that they offer but the level
of service we receive. I’m sure we are a small
account to them but that doesn’t seem to matter,
whether we are dealing with sales, office staff, or
our driver we are always treated well. In this day
and age it’s nice to find companies that not
only provide good products but act like they
want you as their customer.”

We have a large rental
inventory to handle down
equipment in for repairs.

AARON OZMINKOWSKI
Production Manager

RENTAL EQUIPMENT INVENTORY:











Multi Operator Feeders
Multi Process Power Sources
Tig Machines
Engine Drives
Plasma
Fume Extraction
Power Distribution Boxes
Cylinder Cages
Cables and Accessories
Lighting

AURORA, IL | (630) 859-3100
MACHESNEY PARK, IL | (815) 904-6950
UNIVERSITY PARK, IL | (708) 534-8561
LOGANSPORT, IN | (574) 722-1177
SOUTH BEND, IN | (574) 344-4077
KENOSHA, WI | (262) 771-1177

 Weldstar/Depke rents by the week or month.
 Our rental equipment is regularly serviced and maintained, so they’ll be in
great shape when you are ready to put them to work for you.
 Our knowledgeable staff will make sure that you fully understand how to
use the equipment.
 Weldstar/Depke is here to help with all your specific needs and
requirements in order to get the right equipment to get the job done.

QUESTIONS?

RENTAL EQUIPMENT TEAM:

(708) 534-8561

DANVILLE, IL | (217) 446-8814
KANKAKEE, IL | (815) 933-5581
URBANA, IL | (217) 367-1139

weldstar.com

depke.com
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